VAIT
VERBAL ASSOCIATION INTELLIGENCE TEST
This is an untimed verbal association intelligence test which aims to measure ones inductive
reasoning skills. All association in each item has a common factor to the word that should be
stated as the answer. No specific knowledge is needed, except a certain knowledge within the
domain of the clues. Items are not ordered in level of difficulty. It is allowed and encouraged to
use reference materials such as books, dictionaries, internet, etc. BUT help from other HUMAN
SOURCES is strictly FORBIDDEN. There are no half points and no penalties for wrong
answers. Do not post nor share your answers with anyone whether you submit the test or not.
One submission is allowed. Send your answers to info@iqlati.net, you will normally receive your
score report within one week.
Norm will be available at http://iqlati.net after 30 submissions.
Along with your submission the following information is needed;
Age
Name
Country
Photocopy of ID/passport showing photo, name, country and age clearly visible, the rest can be
masked
Previous IQ-tests taken including scores (Only 1st attempts)
E-mail
An estimation on your RAW-score on VAIT
If you feel uncomfortable with sending your ID or if you aren’t able to, you can pay an anticheating fee of €3 through PayPal.
Thank you for taking the VAIT IQ-test.
Enjoy and good luck!
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The test starts on the next page
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1. colour, fruit, spherical
2. master, lock, C
3. pet, meow, fur
4. IQ, member, Grail
5. five, ten, four
6. milky, manner, high
7. mechanics, package, state
8. soccer, mathematics, medal
9. strings, rhythm, axe
10. Europe, Asia, da
11. angry, sad, happy
12. fast, forward, sideways
13. sun, yellow, rock
14. final, show, critical
15. coffee, white, cow
16. mobile, bahn, prefix
17. strong, weak, electric
18. shell, sea, ninja
19. MACH, light, cocaine
20. doors, touch, smoke
21. kite, X, junction
22. bell, ball, bend
23. Hendrix, colour, rain
24. test, rest, crest
25. hydrogen, hydrogen, oxygen
26. stone, bronze, ice
27. Saturn, circles, ear
28. green, black, pink
29. envelope, stamp, B
30. story, read, page

End test.
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